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ABSTRACT
SIGNIFICANCE OF WATER-RELATED FEATURES ON MARS
MAY 2010
EILEEN M. MCGOWAN, B.A., SALEM STATE COLLEGE
M.S., SALEM STATE COLLEGE
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor George E. McGill

The debate on whether water exists on Mars has been resolved by recent data
from the Mars Phoenix Polar Lander. The lander found water ice just below
the surface in the high northern latitudes of Mars. The questions to be answered now are:
how much water was present in the past, how much water is currently present, what
was the state the water in the past, and what is the current state of water on Mars.
The morphology and spatial relationships are examined between three different
landforms (pitted cones, giant polygons, and putative shorelines) considered to be the
result of water-related processes. At two locations, Utopia Planitia and Cydonia Mensae,
these three features exhibit the same topographic relationship. Non-water-related
features adjacent to or nearby the landforms, such as the Dichotomy Boundary, multiringed basins, and locations of recent methane release, are examined for possible
relationships to the formation of these 3 landforms.
My results support previous work that indicates a large water body existed in the
northern lowlands of Mars at some time in the past. In addition large amounts of
sediment must have been shed from the highlands to the lowlands during this period to
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support the mud volcanism and giant polygon formation. Evidence also exists that mud
volcanism was a common phenomenon during, and possibly after, the existence of the
water body.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Water on Mars has been the major focus of Mars exploration since Giovanni
Schiaparelli saw what he believed to be canals on the Martian surface (Glasstone, 1968).
The canal theory was not completely disproved until 1965 when Mariner 4 sent back
images that showed a barren, cratered surface with no sign of canals or liquid water.
Since then it has been shown that water does indeed exist on Mars and may have been
more extensive in the past. Using advanced remote sensing techniques and highresolution imagery, researchers have begun to piece together the role water played in
Martian geologic history.
Mariner 4 took 22 pictures covering 1% of the Martian surface. These pictures
showed a surface very similar to that of the moon. Subsequent Mariner missions did find
features, such as outflow channels, that indicated that liquid water may have existed at
some time in Martian history (Glasstone, 1968). The next missions to Mars were the
1975 Viking missions that consisted of two orbiters and two landers. The imagery
returned from Viking was remarkable, showing that the surface of Mars contained large
expanses of smooth plains with many features such as drainage systems, giant polygons,
and polar caps all attesting to the possible presence of water. Since the Viking missions,
from the U. S. alone there have been 4 more orbiters (Mars Global Surveyor, 1996; Mars
Pathfinder, 1996; Mars Odyssey, 2001; Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, 2005), two rovers
(Mars Exploration Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity, 2003) and one lander (Phoenix Mars
Lander, 2007). With each successive mission the type and resolution of data have
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expanded to levels that may soon outpace our ability to archive and process it. Data from
Mars include, but are not limited to, visible imagery with resolution as fine as 25
cm/pixel, multispectal imagery, thermal inertia measurements, high-energy neutron
counts, gravity data, magnetic data, and subsurface radar. The Phoenix lander, which
landed in the polar regions, discovered water ice just beneath the surface (Smith et al.,
2009).
We now know that water does exist in some form on Mars. To what extent and
where are unanswered questions. Another unanswered question: what was the nature of
water on Mars in the past? Investigating the spatial and temporal distribution of waterrelated features on Mars could give us clues to the nature and extent of water in the past
and in the present. This paper examines three putative water-related features: pitted
cones, giant polygons, and shorelines. Chapter 2 presents a study of pitted cones,
discussing morphology, distribution, spatial relationship to other features, and possible
mechanisms of emplacement. In Chapter 3 the spatial and temporal relationships of the
highland/lowland boundary, pitted cones, seasonal methane release, giant impact craters,
and giant polygons are discussed. Finally, chapter 4 examines how shorelines on Mars
could be diverted by tectonics from being represented by equipotential lines.
One lesson learned from Giovanni Schiaparelli and Mariner 4 is that things may
not be what they seem when viewed from a distance or with a limited view. The best way
to understand Mars is to go there. However, for the time being we will have to be content
with using the tools we have at hand.
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CHAPTER 2
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PUTATIVE WATER RELATED FEATURES IN
SOUTHERN ACIDALIA/CYDONIA MENSAE, MARS

2.1. Introduction
The role water played in creating the lowland plains and other distinct landforms
of the northern lowlands of Mars is unclear. A heavily cratered surface, at least as old as
the southern highlands, exists under these smooth plains (Frey et al, 2002). Determining
a mechanism or mechanisms that could emplace the amount of sediment or volcanics
necessary to cover the old terrain continues to be a perplexing problem. This paper will
examine properties of pitted cones, giant polygonal terrain, and putative shorelines
looking for clues to the past distribution of water/ice on Mars.
2.1.1. Landforms: Various landforms exist throughout the northern lowlands that many
believe are the result of water in some form (e.g. Carr and Schaber, 1977; Schultz and
Gault, 1979; Rossbacher and Judson, 1981; Mouginis-Mark, 1981; Frey and Jarosewich,
1982; Lucchitta, 1981, 1983; McGill, 1986, 2005; Lucchitta et al., 1986; Parker et al.,
1989, 1993; McGill and Hills, 1992; Kargel et al., 1995; Carr, 1996; Tanaka, 1997; Lane
and Christensen, 2000; Greeley and Fagents, 2001; Seibert and Kargel, 2001; Tanaka et
al., 2003; Webb, 2004; Buczkowski and Cooke, 2004; Bruno et al., 2004; Leverington
and Ghent, 2004; Farrand et al., 2005; Perron et al., 2007). Determining the spatial
relationships and origins of putative water-related landforms should provide clues to the
role water played in creating the current morphology of the northern lowlands. Since the
High Energy Neutron Detector (HEND) on board the Mars Odyssey orbiter (Mitrofanov
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et al, 2002) and the recent images from the Phoenix Lander proved that water currently
exists on Mars, these landforms may also supply clues to where and how water may be
modifying the surface today. In this paper I examine the spatial relationships of three
northern plains landforms: pitted cones, giant polygons, and the Deuteronilus putative
shoreline (Parker et al., 1989, 1993). The morphology and surface temperatures of pitted
cones are also described.
Pitted cones are cone-like features with one or more summit pits (Fig. 2.1). The
largest documented pitted cones are ~800 m wide at the base (Frey and Jarosewich,
1982); the smallest resolvable are ~25 m at the base (from Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC)
narrow angle images used in this study). The small end of the spectrum for pitted cones is
still being constrained owing to higher resolution imagery such as the High Resolution
Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter with
a resolution of 25 cm/pixel. Pitted cone morphology varies from near perfect symmetric
cone shapes to groups of simple pits commonly surrounded by smooth material similar to
that forming the pitted cones. The cones can be isolated individuals or part of a cone
group; the groups can contain different shapes and sizes of cones and the cones can be
randomly oriented or aligned. The genesis of pitted cones is still an object of debate.
Possible origins are discussed in Section 2.2.1. Giant polygons are defined by troughs
that bound polygonal-shaped areas (Fig. 2.2). Giant polygons range from 2-32 km across
(Pechman, 1980; Hiesinger and Head, 2000). The bounding troughs (McGill, 1986) have
average widths of 2 km and average depths of 30 m (Pechman, 1980; Hiesinger and
Head, 2000). The troughs that define the polygons in Cydonia Mensae and Southern
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Figure 2.1. Typical cone-like features found in the Cydonia Mensae region. A) Northern
dome (Farrand et al., 2005) from MOC image M0306847, B) Southern cone (Farrand et
al., 2005) from MOC image S1401402, and C) pseudocrater type features (McGill, 2002)
from MOC image E1203257D.
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Figure 2.2. Well-developed giant polygons (Viking image 35A64) north of the knobby
ridge, Contact A (Webb, 2004), and the Deuteronilus putative shoreline (Parker et al.,
1989, 1993). North is up, and the illumination is from the left.
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Acidalia area are among the best defined on the planet. No giant polygonal terrain of this
scale has been observed on Earth, nor has a mechanism for its development on Mars been
verified. Previously proposed formation mechanisms for giant polygons are discussed in
Section 2.2.2.
Putative shorelines were identified by Parker et al. (1989) and named Contact 1
and Contact 2. Using a combination of 200 m/pixel Viking mosaics, 50-70 m/pixel, and
9-11 m/pixel Viking images, Parker et al. (1989) identified where lowland plains units,
which characterize the gradational sections of the dichotomy boundary, embay the
canyons of the fretted terrain (Sharp, 1973). It was surmised that this material could have
been deposited by a high stand of water that eroded the cliffs while it invaded the valleys
of the fretted terrain. Also identified were putative shoreline features such as wave
terraces, beach ridges, and arcuate or cuspate patterns. Later Clifford and Parker (2001)
renamed Contact 1 and Contact 2 the Deuteronilus and Arabia contacts respectively.
Previous work on the verification of these contacts as shorelines is discussed in section
2.2.3.
2.1.2. Study Area: The Cydonia Mensae/Southern Acidalia (CM/SA) region contains a
high density of pitted cones, well-defined giant polygonal terrain, and a section of the
Deuteronilus putative shoreline (Parker et al., 1989, 1993; Clifford and Parker, 2001). In
addition, the availability of high-resolution (~46 m/pixel) continuous Viking coverage
makes the CM/SA an ideal study area.
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Previously mapped by McGill (2005), the CM/SA is located between 340-355° E
and 37.5-47.5° N (Fig. 2.3) and includes southeastern Acidalia Planitia and a gradational
section of the dichotomy boundary in Cydonia Mensae. The area is roughly divided in
half by an E-W trending ridge of knobs and mesas that forms part of the Deuteronilus
putative shoreline (Parker et al., 1989, 1993; Clifford and Parker, 2001). The region north
of the E-W knobby ridge, hereafter referred to as Northern Cydonia Mensae (NCM), has
very well-developed giant polygon terrain occupying an oval-shaped, topographically
low area as well as scarce pitted cones of the “northern dome” (Fig. 2.1) variety
identified by Farrand et al. (2005). South of the E-W knobby ridge is southern Cydonia
Mensae (SCM). SCM is considerably higher (350 m) in elevation than NCM and is
characterized by many knobs and mesas displaying debris aprons. SCM includes a large
population of pitted cones but, in contrast to NCM, few giant polygons.
2.1.3. Analysis: Within CM/SA an analysis was performed of the distribution of the
pitted cone population, its spatial and temporal relationship to the giant polygon terrain,
and the relationship of the pitted cones and polygonal terrain to the Deuteronilus putative
shoreline. Focusing on SCM, I categorized the morphology of what appear to be two
different types of pitted cones, southern cones (Farrand, et al., 2005) and pseudocraters,
(Frey et al., 1979; Frey and Jarosewich, 1982; McGill, 2002) and looked for clues to
relative age relationships, such as superposition and cross cutting. Finally, conclusions
are discussed including possible pitted cone formation scenarios.
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Figure 2.3. Inset box shows the location of the study area, Cydonia Mensae/Southern
Acidalia (CM/SA). The box inside the insert image outlines the southern section of the study
area (SCM) and the E/W trending knobby ridge is located below the 40○ N line. Sections of
the Deuteronilus putative shoreline (Parker et al., 1989, 1993) and Contact A (Webb, 2004)
are located around the knobby ridge.

2.2. Previous work
2.2.1. Pitted Cones: Pitted cone morphology in the CM/SA region was studied by Frey
and Jarosewich (1982) using 40-50 m/pixel resolution Viking imagery. At this resolution
they found that the pitted cone population has a bimodal distribution of basal diameters.
Cones found on smooth terrain have a mode of 700 m and those found on fractured
terrain a mode of 600 m. Based on morphology, they concluded that the cones with larger
base diameters are most likely cinder cones whereas the cones with smaller base
diameters resembled pseudocraters (or rootless cones) similar to edifices formed in
terrestrial environments due to basaltic lava flowing over water or marshy ground
(Thorarinsson, 1953).
Using high-resolution MOC imagery (4-6 m/pixel), McGill (2002) found
additional pitted cones located within high albedo areas of SCM. These pitted cones
occur in groups and have very low rims, giving them a pit-like appearance (Fig. 2.1). The
pit-like features, and the surrounding material, have a smooth appearance; McGill (2002)
suggested that these features resemble Icelandic pseudocraters.
Using Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS), Thermal Emission
Spectrometer (TES), and MOC data, Farrand et al. (2005) determined a north/south
geographic division at 40.5° N in the CM/SA for what they termed “southern cones” and
“northern domes”. They found that southern cones are smaller, steeper, and have a larger
pit/cone ratio than the northern domes. They also found that southern cones have the
same thermal inertia as the surrounding lowland plains. The northern domes are larger
and more rounded than the “southern cones” and unlike the southern cones have a higher
thermal inertia than the surrounding lowland plains (Fig. 2.1). Farrand et al. (2005)
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inferred that a combination of mud volcanism and evaporite deposition from geysers
and/or springs as the most likely origin of the pitted cones in the CM/SA area.
2.2.2. Giant Polygons: Currently, there is no generally accepted model of giant polygon
formation on Mars. One possible water-related formation mechanism for giant polygons
on Mars is the compaction of wet sediment over an existing uneven terrain (McGill,
1986; Lucchitta et al., 1986; McGill and Hills, 1992). Recently Buczkowski and Cooke
(2004) expanded on this idea using a volumetric compaction model that supports a wet
sedimentary origin for the materials making the polygonal terrain. Lane and Christensen
(2000) suggested that, although the polygons were formed by differential compaction, the
underlying topography is a scalloped surface created by the subsurface convection of
water. Other researchers (Pechman, 1980; Hiesinger and Head, 2000) suggested that the
giant polygons are the result of extensional fracturing due to regional uplift resulting
from the removal of a water/ice load. Non-water-related mechanisms for giant polygon
formation include cooling of lava flows (Pechman, 1980) and tectonic deformation
(Pechman, 1980; Hiesinger and Head, 2000). However, neither of these proposed nonwater mechanisms can be scaled up to the size of the giant polygons on Mars
(Pechman,1980; McGill, 1986).
2.2.3. Shorelines: Since putative shorelines were identified by Parker et al. (1989) two
types of data have been used to verify their existence: Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter
(MOLA) to determine if the putative shorelines are equipotential and MOC to confirm
the existence of shoreline features such as barrier ridges and spits. The search for
shoreline features on Mars (Malin and Edgett, 1999; Ghatan and Zimbelman, 2006)
suggests that many of the features originally identified with Viking Imagery either do not
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exist or are more likely to be features that are not related to shorelines. The ephemeral
nature of shorelines makes it just as hard to disprove their existence as to prove it. The
equipotentiality of the putative shorelines has been tested in previous studies (Head et al.,
1998; Hiesinger and Head, 2000; Carr and Head, 2003; Hiesinger et al., 2000;
Leverington and Ghent, 2004; Tanaka et al., 2003; Malin and Edgett, 1999) using MOLA
topography. These tests have been inconclusive and the existence of putative shorelines is
still debated. Recently, Perron et al. (2007) showed that the deviation from the
equipotential of the putative shorelines over long distances could be the result of true
polar wander induced by the load of an ocean in the Northern Lowlands. Webb (2004),
using more robust methods than were employed in earlier studies, showed that some
putative shorelines are at least locally equipotential. In the CM/SA area, Webb (2004)
found two sections of the Deuteronilus contact (Clifford and Parker, 2001) to be
equipotential with elevations of -4200m and -4000m and she refers to them as Contact A
and Contact B respectively. Webb’s (2004) Contact A is partially contained within the
CM/SA and forms the northern boundary of the SCM.
2.2.4. Possible mechanisms for the formation of pitted cones relating to water:
Tanaka et al. (2002) suggest that the last resurfacing of the northern lowlands was due to
late-stage thermokarst and periglacial modification declining during the Hesperian and
Early Amazonian. In addition, this event could have been driven by subsurface volatiles
such as H2O and CO2. Since the discovery of methane in the atmosphere (Formisano,
2004) it seems likely that methane, in the form of clathrates, could act as a catalyst not
only for mass flow events but also mud volcanism, as suggested by Tanaka et al. (2002).
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Prieto-Ballesteros et al. (2006) showed through modeling how subsurface
methane or CO2 clathrate, if it existed, could have dissociated during an interglacial
climate change. As a glacier retreats, surface pressure decreases owing to the removal of
the weight of the glacier and exposes the previously underlying area to the warming
effects of solar radiation. Both of these conditions, decreased pressure and ground
warming, would facilitate the dissociation of methane and CO2 from subsurface
clathrates. Dissociation of clathrates would create a subsurface reservoir of gas and water
that could bring subsurface material to the surface creating features such as mud
volcanoes. Mud volcanoes are abundant on Earth (Kopf, 2002, and references therein).
They are the surface expression of a density inversion caused by a range of mechanisms
including gas intrusions and rapid deposition of sediment. Mud volcanoes on Earth range
in form from mud pits to well-shaped cones with central craters (Kopf, 2002, and
references therein) that resemble several types of the pitted cones found on Mars.
Hydrated salts and buried gas hydrate lenses, such as CO2 and methane, have low
thermal conductivity (Horai, 1971). Kargel et al. (2007) showed through modeling that
thick, buried lenses of these insulating materials can affect the geothermal heat flux,
causing a heat build up beneath the lenses. They concluded that the increased heat will
cause the dissociation of salt and gas hydrates facilitating volume change and brine
generation. Eventually the brine and dissociated gases will escape around the edges of the
lens, potentially resulting in such features as evaporite deposits, pingos, mud mounds,
and mud volcanoes (Kargel et al., 2007).
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2.3. Methods and Results
2.3.1. GIS Mapping: A topographic base map of the study area at a resolution of 231
m/pixel was constructed using MOLA data input into ESRI’s ArcGIS, a geographic
information system (GIS). The IAU 2000 guidelines (Seidelman et al., 2002) were used
for data projection.
The following layers were georeferenced to the topographic map using ArcGIS:
•

A Viking mosaic, constructed from ~42 m/pixel images. This image data set is the
highest resolution continuous data set covering most of the CM/SA.

•

The geologic map of Cydonia Mensae and Southern Acidalia Planitia (McGill,
2005), including pitted cones and giant polygons resolvable at 42 m/pixel.

•

Footprints of MOC and THEMIS VIS images located in the CM/SA. The
resolutions of the MOC images range between 2.99 and 6.1 m/pixel. The
THEMIS VIS image resolution is 19 m/pixel.

•

Webb’s (2004) Contact A from Parker’s (1993) Deuteronilus putative shoreline.

Other layers were digitized from the georeferenced layers, showing:
•

Locations of pitted cones (as mapped by McGill 2005)

•

Locations of giant polygons (as mapped by McGill 2005)

The digitized layers were analyzed as described below and graphical representations were
created (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5), showing:
•

Pitted cone density

•

Elevation of terrains that contain pitted cones

•

Giant polygon density

•

Elevation of terrains that contain giant polygons
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Density was determined by using the density function module in ArcGIS. To
determine point density the module defines a “neighborhood” as a circle of specific
diameter with a feature in the middle, in this case a pitted cone in the middle of a circle
with a diameter of 25 km. (A diameter of 25 km was chosen as a reasonable size for an
area that can contain several pitted cones but not so large that it will cover too much of
the study area. This methodology was also used for the density calculations of giant
polygons). All the additional pitted cones located in the neighborhood are counted then
divided by the area of the neighborhood (number of pitted cones/km2). This is repeated
for each pitted cone throughout the study area. For polygon density the module calculates
line density of the troughs by defining a systematic grid (each grid cell = 2.3 km2) of
locations, then defining a neighborhood (circle diameter of 25 km) around each location
(grid cell). The lengths of line sections that cross through each neighborhood are
measured, and then the totals of the lengths of the individual lines are divided by the area
(m/km2). The results are maps showing the density distribution of pitted cones and giant
polygons within the CM/SA (Fig. 2.4).
The boundary between the area with a high density of pitted cones and the area
with a high density of giant polygons (Fig.2.4) is dramatic and significant. It is notable
that this boundary coincides with the E/W trending knobby ridge that is surrounded by a
section of Contact A (Webb, 2004). While pitted cones are distributed throughout most of
the study area, several distinct high-density clusters are obvious (Fig. 2.4A); most of
them are located in the SCM. The most pronounced cluster is bounded by the southern
section of Contact A (Webb, 2004). This large cluster surrounds a local topographically
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Figure 2.4. Density distribution maps of A) pitted cones and B) giant polygons show
spatial relationships of these features to the red line marking Contact A (Webb, 2004).
The densest areas of the two features are distinctly separated by the putative shoreline in
the south-central portion of the map. The area to the south of the shoreline is higher in
elevation than the area to the north (Fig 2.6). Black arrow in 2.4A points out anomalous
topographic low area surrounded by pitted cones. Black line in 2.4B surrounds
topographically low ovoidal area of giant polygons. North is up.
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Figure 2.5. Graph of elevation of terrains with pitted cones and with giant
polygons showing distinctly different elevations for the two features in
CM/SA. Chart shows descriptive statistics for both populations.
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low area in which pitted cones are rare. Linear troughs, similar to the troughs that
characterize the giant polygons, radiate from an elongated knob within this local low
area.
North of Contact A is an ovoidal topographically low area that is characterized by
the largest density of mapped giant polygon terrain (Fig. 2.4B) and a paucity of pitted
cones (Fig.2.4A). The high density of giant polygons stops abruptly at Contact A. Giant
polygons do exist south of Contact A but are widely dispersed and not well defined;
while troughs are commonly present, they do not enclose polygons. Pitted cones north of
Contact A are mostly found outside the ovoidal low area (Fig. 2.4A).
To determine the elevations of pitted cone and giant polygon terrains compared to
the surrounding terrain, binary maps of the locations of these two features were created.
Multiplying the values from the binary map by the elevations in the topographic map
yielded a new map containing only the elevations of pitted cone or giant polygon terrains.
The elevations of pitted cones and giant polygons were then graphed to determine
differences in elevations (Fig. 2.5).
The total elevation range for the CM/SA study area is –3276 m to –4900 m (a
range of 1624 m). Almost all (92%) of the pitted cones identified by McGill (2005) in
Viking images occur at elevations between –4674 m and –4130 m (a range of 544 m),
whereas the polygonal terrain is located between –4800 m and –4350 m (a range of 450
m) (Fig. 2.5).
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2.3.2. Pitted Cone Morphology in Southern Cydonia (SCM): Five MOC images, covering
a variety of surface types (high and low albedo; rough and smooth), were selected for
morphological analysis. While the lower resolution of the Viking images shows the
bright albedo areas to be rough, at MOC resolution these areas contain putative smooth
flow material and many pitted cones and pit-like features (Fig. 2.6). Unfortunately, MOC
coverage is neither continuous nor evenly distributed. In order to obtain a representative
sample, five MOC images were chosen that are evenly distributed over an area that has
an abundance of measurable pitted cones, and that includes the various types of terrain
visible in the Viking mosaic.
All of the measurable pitted cones visible in each of the MOC images discussed
above were measured for pit/cone ratios (simple pits with no cones were excluded). The
cone diameters and the summit pit diameters were measured in both the E-W direction
and the N-S direction and an average of the two measurements for both cones and pits
was calculated. From these data an average ratio of pit-to-cone diameters was
determined. A histogram (Fig. 2.7) of the pit-to-cone ratios was constructed to determine
if the well-formed individual cone structures and the smaller cones within cone groups
represent different populations.
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Figure 2.6. The image to the left is Viking image 72a04, resolution 45m/pixel. At this
resolution there are areas of high albedo that appear rough. MOC image E1202461 (inset
A to the right), resolution 6.1 m/pixel, shows that these areas contain pit-like features
surrounded by material with a smooth surface texture. At the lower resolution, the pits
give the area a rough appearance.
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Figure 2.7. Histogram showing the P/C (pit-to-cone ratio) for combined
pitted cones in groups and for individual pitted cones.
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Originally I assumed, from visual inspection, that the individual pitted cones and
the grouped pitted cones were fundamentally different in nature. Thus their pit/cone
ratios were measured and evaluated separately. However, a histogram (Fig. 2.7) and a
Student t-test (Eq. 2.1; Table 2.1) of the pit-to-cone ratios do not support the assumption
that these features represent two different pitted cone populations even though they are
visually distinct (Fig. 2.1B, 2.1C). Student t-tests are used to determine if two samples
from the same or different populations are similar enough to be statistically the same. In
Table 2.1 the results of the Student t-test indicate that there is a 99% probability that the
two samples have the same pit/cone ratio.

Student t-test

texp =

| XA − XB |
SAB n1A + n1B

Equation (2.1)

XA mean of sample A
XB mean of sample B
SAB pooled estimate of

standard deviations
of A and B

n sample size
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Table 2.1.

Results: T-tests for two sample means P/C individual vs. P/C grouped
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The following categories were created to qualitatively assess the morphology of all of
the types of pitted cones located in the SCM. Each pitted cone identified for evaluation of
the pit-to-cone ratio was also examined for the following features to determine if patterns
would emerge.
•

Edifice texture - The pitted cones were categorized as 1) smooth with no signs of
erosion, 2) rough and/or with linear ridges running from the rim of the pit to the
base, or 3) eroded to the point where the surface is extremely rough and it is hard
to distinguish the structure.

•

Number of summit pits - The summit pits on each cone were counted: none, one,

two, multiple.
•

Circular dark structures in summit pit - It was noted if summit pits contain dark
circular rings.

•

Flank pits - Cones that exhibit small pits on their flanks were noted.

•

One or more cones connected – Pit cones can occur in 1) a cluster or 2) a linear
group.

•

Smooth flow-like material limited to cone edifice - Flow-like features surrounding
individual pitted cones were identified, if present.

•

Surrounding material appears same as cone material - Cone is completely
surrounded by the smooth flow-like material, usually within a cluster. This
excludes single flow-like features from an individual pitted cone.

•

Construct shape - Pitted cones were ranked as 1) cone shaped, 2) dome shaped, or
3) elongated.
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Both the individual cones and the grouped cones have a high albedo in Viking imagery.
Table 2.2 summarizes the results from visual examination of sixty pitted cones located in
the various types of terrain (high and low albedo). Figure 2.8 illustrates the various
features used in this qualitative analysis.
The qualitative examination of pitted cones did not yield any patterns in cone
morphology. Of the fifty-one pitted cones examined within the SCM, thirty-one appear as
single cones and twenty-one as cones within groups. The individual cones have a welldefined cone structure, usually with one central pit, but commonly with additional
smaller pits on the flanks of the edifice. Generally, the central pit will have one or more
circular structures inside (Fig. 2.8). The surface of the cone is smooth in appearance and
the cone is either surrounded by lowland plains material or surrounded by smooth
material that appears to have flowed from the summit pit. The surrounding lowland plains
material is darker and rougher, distinct from the cone material. However, the cones show
various states of degradation, and the more degraded cones have textures similar to the
surrounding lowland plains. This information on cone morphology can be used to
compare Cydonia Mensae pitted cones with cones elsewhere on Mars. Owing to spotty
coverage by MOC and THEMIS VIS images, it has not been determined if any spatiallycontrolled distribution between the individual cones and the cone groups in SCM exists.
Visual examination of the characteristics described above did not yield evidence that the
pitted cone population in SCM was created by more than one emplacement mechanism.
The grouped cones seem to be made of the same material as the individual cones. They
are clustered, and surrounded by smooth material that appears to have flowed from the
connected cones (Fig. 2.8). Unlike the individual cones, many cones in groups are less
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Table 2.2.
Summary of qualitative analysis for pitted cones in SCM.
Morphology observations of fifty-two pitted

Count

cones
Edifice Texture

Number of pits

Smooth

14

Rough

37

Eroded

4

None

3

One

46

Two

4

Multiple

3

Circular dark feature in summit pit

44

Flank pits

37

Smooth material limited to cone

20

edifice
Surrounding material appears same

12

as cone material
One or more cones connected

Cone shape

Cluster

17

Linear

3

Cone

41

Dome

0

Elongated

13
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Figure 2.8. Characteristics used for qualitative geomorphic classification (see text for
details.). A) Part of MOC image R2200512. Cone 1 shows a rough edifice texture, with
several cones connected in a cluster and flow material around the edifices. B) Part of
MOC image R2200512. Cone 2 is one of a linear group that exhibits circular dark
features inside the summit pit. Cone 3 has an elongate edifice with flank pits.
C) Part of MOC image E1401611. Cone 4 has a double summit pit with a smooth edifice
texture.
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distinctly shaped, with the smooth inter-cone material melding them into a continuous
field. Cones with the same well-defined cone structure as that of the individual cones are
mixed in with simple pits that show no edifice at all.
2.3.3. Analysis of Daytime Surface Temperature: In Viking 45 m/pixel images of SCM,
pitted cone and putative flow materials have very similar albedo whereas the albedo of
dark lowland plains material is distinctly different from both. The surface temperature
data of these three materials were sampled from THEMIS day IR images (Fig. 2.9) using
Arizona State University’s JMARS (an online GIS program). Two (R0801327,
E1203257) of the five MOC images used for the analysis of pitted cones are located
within the area of a single THEMIS daytime IR image (I01436005). When studying
THEMIS temperature variations it is important to use a single daytime IR image to avoid
the effects of atmospheric interference, which can vary from image to image. The
specific sample locations of the materials are not visible at the 100 m/pixel resolution of
the THEMIS IR image so georeferenced MOC images were used to find sample
locations.
The temperatures were then statistically tested (Table 2.3) to determine if there
was a difference in temperature between the three types of materials (cone, flow, and
lowland plains). A Z-test of 2 means was used (Eq. 2.1). The statistical results show that
there is no significant difference between the temperatures of the cone edifice and the
surrounding flow-like material.
The pitted cone material and the putative flow material surrounding the pitted
cone groups appear similarly bright in Viking, THEMIS daytime IR and THEMIS VIS
images. The sampled areas show that all bright material, both cone and flow, has a
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Figure 2.9. Sections (A and B) of MOC image E1203257 show examples of three types
of material that were sampled for temperature data: dark plains material, pitted cone
edifice material, and putative flow material. In Viking 45 m/pixel images the dark plains
material (black arrows) has a low albedo while pitted cone edifice and putative flow
material (white arrows) have high albedo. These features are not visible at the 100
m/pixel resolution of the THEMIS IR image used for the actual temperature data.
Georeferenced MOC images were used to find sample locations. Results of statistical
tests show that there is no significant difference between the temperatures of the pitted
cone material (mean 242.15 K) and putative flow materials (mean 241.71 K). However,
there is a significant difference between these two materials and the dark plains material
(mean 237.96 K).
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Table 2.3.
Results: Student t-tests for the difference of two sample temperature means.
A

B
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daytime temperature range of 236.2 to 246.0 K. A student t-test for the difference of two
means (Table 2.3A) shows that no significant difference exists between the mean
temperature value of the cone edifice material and the mean value of the putative flow
material that surrounds many pit-like features.
The surrounding lowland plains material appears relatively dark compared to the
putative flow and cone materials in Viking, THEMIS daytime IR, and THEMIS VIS
images. Comparison of the daytime temperatures of these materials from the same
THEMIS daytime IR image showed a difference between the dark lowland plains
material and the cone material; the darker lowland plains material has a temperature
range of 227.6 to 241.4 K. Although the temperatures ranges between the dark lowland
material and the bright material overlap, a Z-test for the difference of two means shows
the two samples to be significantly different (Table 2.3b).

2.4. Discussion
2.4.1. Relative timing of CM/SA landform formation: The evidence presented here
suggests that the individual pitted cones and pit groups south of Contact A (knobby ridge)
share a common origin. However, this does not imply concurrent formation. The varying
degrees of cone degradation suggest that there may have been several episodes of
emplacement. The degrees of degradation, coupled with the wide range of morphologies,
suggest a spatial and perhaps temporal variation of the source material. For example, a
variation of water content in the source material would control its viscosity and thus the
shape of any feature.
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Material that appears to have been shed from the knobby ridge is filling troughs of giant
polygons just to the north of contact A (Fig. 2.10A). In this region northern dome-type
pitted cones (Farrand et al., 2005) are observed both inside of and on top of (obscuring)
polygonal troughs (Fig. 2.10B). These superposition relationships indicate that the pitted
cones are younger than the polygonal terrain in this region of CM/SA
2.4.2. Possible Mechanisms of CM/SA pitted cone formation: Other than several possible
small lava flows, located to the east of the area containing the highest density of pitted
cones (McGill, 2005), there is no evidence for volcanic activity in the CM/SA area. This
makes the possibility of volcanic origins for pitted cones unlikely but not impossible, as
the pitted cones may themselves be the evidence of volcanism. However, a cinder cone
genesis for pitted cones does not fit the observed morphology of the SCM pitted cones. In
the SCM close examination shows aprons of smooth material that appears to have flowed
from the cones, themselves constructed of smooth material. Cinder cones are exactly
what the name implies, a cone made of cinders, having a rough rather than a smooth
surface. It is generally accepted that cinder cones do not have enough strength to support
lava traveling to the top of the cone; there are exceptions but these examples are rare
enough to be excluded from studies of cinder cone morphology (Wood, 1979). On Earth
cinder cones occasionally extrude lava through a breach or a side vent generally located
at the base of the cone but rarely from the top. The edifice of a cinder cone would have a
different surface texture than lava that flowed from it. Unlike the SCM pitted cones,
cinder cones are most commonly found on the sides of large volcanoes or in small
groups. A large density of pitted cones over a large geographic area, such as in CSM, has
not been found on Earth. An additional problem with the cinder cone model is that, on
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Figure 2.10. A) Viking image 70a03 shows pitted cones of the northern dome variety
(Farrand et al., 2005) on top of and inside of troughs of the polygonal terrain. B) Viking
image 70a03 shows material that appears to be eroding from the knobby ridge filling
giant polygon troughs. This fill material also contains pitted cones of the northern dome
variety. Both Viking image is located just north of the area of interest (south or the
knobby ridge). North is up.
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Earth, cinder cones exhibit a positive correlation between spacing and cone size (Settle,
1979) that is not seen in SCM.
On Earth, pseudocraters are limited to small areas (100s of square meters) where
thin lava flows have invaded some type of saturated ground or shallow water. Since
pitted cones are found extensively in the northern lowlands on Mars, it would be difficult
to imagine localized lava flows adjacent to saturated ground at that many locations on
Mars. In the SCM area, a high density of pitted cones is present over thousands of square
km. When a thin lava flow invades wet ground the phreatic (water induced) eruption
creates pseudocraters. This process cannot continue over thousands of square kilometers
simply because the hot lava evaporates the water. Any additional lava delivered to the
area would cover the existing pseudocraters and create new ones where it enters adjacent
water. The result would be a small area of well-defined pseudocraters where the flow
terminated with a field of partially lava filled pseudocraters behind it. In addition, as one
approached the source area of the lava the pseudocraters would become more obscure.
This is not seen in SCM.
Pingo formation as a possible model for pitted cones in SCM seems unrealistic
because of the difference between edifice material and lowland plains material. A pingo
(an ice cored mound) would have the same surface texture as the surrounding lowland
plains.
Other scenarios for pitted cone formation are: 1) a sublimating glacier and 2) a
buried lens of hydrates or clathrates. Any glacier that occupied the area south of the
knobby ridge (Contact A) would probably have been cold-based and retreat would have
been by sublimation. A melting warm-based glacier would have produced runoff
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containing entrained material that could have been deposited into troughs within the low
area north of the knobby ridge. This is not seen in NCM. As the weight of the putative
cold-based glacier diminished, ground pressure would have been reduced. In addition, the
freshly exposed ground would be subject to solar radiation increasing the ground
temperature. These two conditions (decreased pressure and increased temperature) could
facilitate the dissociation of clathrates of methane and/or CO2 in the subsurface (PrietoBallesteros, et al., 2006). Once the clathrates were dissociated, pressure would build up
and release methane and /or CO2. Depending on the consistency of the erupted material
these would form either mud volcanoes or mud pits.
The second scenario involves a buried lens of hydrates or clathrates (Kargel, et

al., 2007) that could have existed under the anomalous low area that lies south of the
knobby ridge. Such a lens, if it existed, would act as an insulating barrier to geothermal
heat escape. The subsequent buildup of heat under the insulating lens could dissociate
any buried clathrates releasing methane and/or CO2 gas. The pressure created by the gas
release would move gas to the edges of the insulating lens where it could rise to the
surface, possibly bringing mud and other debris with it creating mud volcanoes. Surface
deposition in the form of mud volcanoes would be around the edges of the lens and not in
the middle. This scenario, unlike the glacial scenario, could explain the anomalous
topographically low area with a noticeable lack of pitted cones shown in Fig. 2.4A. The
dissociation of methane clathrate could also explain the putative temporal variation in
pitted cones. The dissociation is an endothermic process making it self-limiting (Madden

et al., 2008). Heat would have to build back up for more methane to be released, making
the process episodic.
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2.5. Conclusions
The features located in Cydonia Mensae and Southern Acidalia were probably
formed by more than one single event. This is evidenced by the different states of
apparent degradation (see section 2.4.1) of pitted cone edifices and the superposition
relationship between pitted cones and giant polygons (see section 2.4.1). However the
spatial relationship between pitted cones, giant polygons, and the putative Deuteronilus
Shoreline suggests that there may be a link other than time between these features. The
complex surface morphology and location on the dichotomy boundary suggest that the
origin of the Cydonia Mensae region is quite complicated. My preliminary results from
current work being done in Utopia Planitia are showing similar spatial distributions
between pitted cones, giant polygons and putative shorelines. If the formation of pitted
cones in Cydonia Mensae was triggered either by a buried lens of clathrates or the
ablation of a cold-based glacier, it could be argued that the northern lowlands may (at
least in part) have been resurfaced by many small events over time. If Mars supports an
extensive cryosphere, then spatially limited mechanisms (such as were discussed here)
may still be active.
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CHAPTER 3
THE UTOPIA/ISIDIS OVERLAP; POSSIBLE CONDUIT FOR MUD VOLCANISM.

3.1. Introduction
Pitted cones, among the most pervasive putative water-related features on Mars,
are widely distributed throughout the northern lowland. They vary in size and
morphology and may have various origins. Most researchers believe pitted cones to be
related to water: mud volcanoes (Tanaka et al, 2003; Ferrand et al, 2005; McGowan and
McGill, 2009; McGowan 2009; Skinner and Mazzini, 2009), pingos (Soare et al 2005;
Burr et al 2005; Pablo and Komatsu 2008; Page and Murray, 2006), hydrothermal spring
deposits (Ferrand et al, 2005; Oehler and Allen, 2008; Lanz and Saric, 2009), and
Icelandic pseudocraters (Greeley and Fagents, 2001). Water ice, discovered by the
Phoenix Lander, exists in the near surface in the high latitudes of the northern lowlands.
An extensive cryosphere is believed to exist at depth (Clifford 1993 and references
therein; Clifford and Parker 2001; Clifford 2009) and there is evidence that at some time
in the past the northern lowlands held a large body of water or ice (Parker et al., 1989;
Baker et al., 1991; Carr 1996; Leverington and Ghent, 2004; Perrone et al., 2007). The
evidence for water in the northern lowlands supports the possibility of water-related
origins of pitted cones.
A large concentration of pitted cones is found in Utopia basin where it is
Intersects with Isidis basin (FIG 3.1). Morphologically and geographically, this
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Figure 3.1. Dichotomy boundary in the eastern northern hemisphere. White boxes
outline areas of summer methane release (Mumma, 2009), orange circles denote rim of
Utopia basin and outer rings of Utopia basin and Isidis basin, and small white filled boxes
are the pitted cones of the UIPC. Shaded topography is in a simple cylindrical projection.
The orange circles that define the crater rim of Utopia and the outer rings of both Utopia
and Isidis are correct in the area of the UIPC. However, the rest of the circles are not.
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population of pitted cones has been attributed to mud volcanism (Tanaka 2003;
McGowan and McGill, 2009a). This paper describes how the structure and morphology
at the intersection of Utopia and Isidis basins could facilitate mud volcanism.
3.1.1. Global Setting: The largest high-density population of pitted cones on Mars is
located on a portion of the southwestern slope of the Utopia basin where it is intersected
by the Isidis basin (Fig. 3.1). I will refer to this population as the Utopia/Isidis pitted
cones (UIPC). Both Utopia basin (McGill, 1989) and Isidis basin (Wilhelms, 1973) are
multi-ring impact basins (Shultz and Frey, 1990; Frey et al. 1999). Multi-ringed basins,
first recognized on the Moon, are large impact craters (> 300 km on the Moon) that have
one or more concentric rings, some of which occur outside the crater rim. These “outer”
rings occur outside of the impact crater rim forming concentric mountain ranges such as
the Montes Cordillera, part of the Orientale impact basin ring structure on the Moon. In
this paper the term “outer ring” will be used to indicate a crater ring that occurs outside of
the crater rim. The crater rim indicates the area of excavation from impact.
Chicxulub crater in Mexico is one of three large (> 130 km) impact craters found
on Earth. Vredefort in South Africa is deeply eroded and Sudbury in Canada is
tectonically deformed. Chicxulub is the only known large impact crater preserved enough
to study the subsurface structure of a large impact crater on Earth. Seismic investigations
of the Chicxulub crater showed that outer rings exist and that they are normal faults
extending to the MOHO (Morgan and Warner, 1999).
The western rim of the Utopia basin is the boundary between the southern
highlands and northern lowlands between 10N-40N and 80E-125E. Isidis basin was
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emplaced later, mostly in the highlands adjacent to, and slightly overlapping, the
boundary between the southern highlands and Utopia basin.
3.1.2. Regional Setting: The UIPC is located at the intersection of the Utopia basin rim
and the first outer ring of the Isidis basin. It is centered at approximately 30N latitude and
95E longitude. It is down slope from the southern highlands boundary where a saddle
between Isidis basin and Utopia basin (Fig. 3.2) is located. Although there is a significant
population of pitted cones throughout the Utopia Basin, the UIPC has by far the highest
density, having at least 10x more pitted cones per unit area than any other area in the
Utopia basin.
The pitted cones are up-slope from, and border, a set of giant polygons. This set
of giant polygons is divided between a well-defined group characterized by sharp, deep
troughs, and a group characterized by subdued shallower troughs (McGill 1985) (Fig.
3.3). McGill (1985) mapped a contact between the two groups of giant polygons and,
using crater counting, indicated that the subdued group is older. However, the putative
age difference between the two groups of giant polygons is not great enough to be
statistically conclusive. McGill (1985, 1986) suggested that differential compaction due
to rapid deposition over existing topography could have produced the giant polygons.
McGill and Hills (1992) showed the mechanism for giant polygon development could be
drape folding. Buczkowski and Cooke (2004) expanded on this idea estimating the
thickness of sediment cover to be 1-2 km in the area of the giant polygons. The subdued
group is located upslope from the well-defined group and is sandwiched between it and
the UIPC.
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Figure 3.2. The spatial relationship between Utopia basin, Isidis basin, Dichotomy
boundary, UIPC, well defined giant polygons, and other giant polygons and pitted cones
in Utopia basin. Giant polygons form a ring around the edge of Utopia basin. Pitted cones
outside the study area are dispersed.
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Figure 3.3. Image A (Themis VIS
V29950011) shows the “amorphous” looking
giant polygons of the NW section of the arc of
giant polygons that surround Utopia basin.
Image B (Themis VIS V14101003) shows the
well-defined polygons outside of Isidis Basin.
Image C (Themis VIS V14101003) depicts the
subdued polygons adjacent to the well-defined
polygons.
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Other areas of giant polygons exist in an arc that surrounds the northern rim of the
Utopia basin. However, they are not as clear as those adjacent to the UIPC; the polygons’
centers look slightly raised and the bounding troughs look shallower and less sharp,
giving them a somewhat “amorphous” look (Fig. 3.3).
3.1.3 Mud Volcanism; Mud volcanoes can be created simply by a density inversion in the
form of denser sediment deposited over less dense, saturated sediment (Kniffen, 1968;
Kopf, 2002). Work on giant polygon formation (discussed and referenced in chapter 2,
this paper) shows that wet rapid and extensive deposition is a distinct possibility in the
vicinity of the UIPC. Deposition from the highlands into a saturated Utopia basin could
have facilitated mud volcanism. Although only water and a density inversion are required
for this process, some form of gas and/or tectonic squeezing facilitates most mud volcano
eruptions. On Earth this gas is usually methane but can be CO2 and geothermal H2O
(Chicondini, 1996; Grantz et al.,1962; Motyka, 1989; White, 1955; Sorey et al. 2000).
3.1.4 Methane; Methane release from the surface of Mars has been observed in three
locations during the northern summer (Mumma et al, 2009). Two of these areas, Syrtis
Major and Nili Fossae, are located on the same outer ring of Isidis basin that intersects
the UIPC (Fig. 3.1). The Syrtis Major shield volcano is located on the southwestern side
of Isidis Basin opposite the UIPC. Nili Fossae is a graben concentric to and northwest of
Isidis basin. Based on observations from Chicxulub (Morgan and Warner,1999) outer
rings of large impact craters form normal faults. However, Isidis basin has the largest
positive gravity anomaly on Mars indicating massive amounts of fill. The filling of Isidis
basin would have formed a peripheral bulge as the crust extended creating the graben Nili
Fossae (Ritzer and Hauck, 2009).
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3.2. Observations
What is it about the area between the Utopia basin and the Isidis basin that would
create such a high density of pitted cones compared to the rest of Utopia basin? I suggest
that the UIPC are mud volcanoes and I will show that the interplay between highlands
and lowlands, overlap of Isidis basin with Utopia basin, potential for water, potential for
sedimentation, and potential for methane release could all add to the probability of mud
volcano development in the UIPC.
3.2.1. Utopia/Isidis; Utopia basin and Isidis basin both being multi-ring basins (Schultz
and Frey, 1990) may exhibit the same subsurface structure, normal faults extending to the
MOHO, as the Chicxulub crater in Mexico. Deep fault systems, such as those found at
Chicxulub, could create pathways for fluid and/or gas storage and movement from the
mantle (see section 3.2.4). Two of the three observed seasonal methane releases on Mars
are located on an outer ring of Isidis basin. This outer ring of Isidis basin (Wilhelms,
1973; Schultz and Frey, 1980; Ritzer and Hauck, 2009) intersects the rim (McGill, 1989)
of Utopia basin in the area of the UIPC possibly creating more pore space and conduits
for gas/liquid movement and storage than would be the case without the overlap.
3.2.2. Highland /Lowland; The dichotomy boundary is the transition in topography
between a southern highland and a northern lowland. The western edge of Utopia basin
creates a section of this boundary in the northeastern hemisphere. At this location the
boundary has approximately a 3 km change in elevation between the highlands and
lowlands. This change in elevation is sufficient to provide sediment to Utopia Basin for
burial of putative saturated, less dense sediments, thus possibly initiating mud volcanism.
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Other areas of Utopia basin that are not adjacent to highlands would not receive as much
sediment due to a smaller change in elevation.
Not only is there a difference in elevation between the highlands and lowlands but
a difference in crustal thickness amounting to approximately 30km (Zuber 2001). The
crustal thickness at the location of the UIPC is 20 km, compared to Nili Fossae at 40 km
and Syrtis Major at 60 km (Zuber 2001). The thinner crust could have facilitated earlier
methane release due to the Isidis impact, possibly creating fractures penetrating to the
mantle (see section 3.2.4). In addition, Clifford et al.(2009) suggest that a thinner crust at
a lower latitude is more likely to sustain a water reservoir under a frozen layer than a
thicker crust and/or higher latitudes. The combination of methane and water could
support mud volcanism and clathrate formation.
3.2.3. Water; Most researchers believe that in the past the northern lowlands were either
covered by an ocean or at least contained several areas of standing water or ice (Parker et
al., 1989; Baker et al., 1991; Carr 1996; Leverington and Ghent, 2004; Perrone et al.,
2007). The Utopia basin is believed to have been filled with several kilometers of
sediments and lava flows (Tanaka et al. 2003). The sediment cover, coupled with the
fractured basement from the Isidis impact, would facilitate water infiltration into the
subsurface resulting in saturated sediments and possible clathrate formation if the mantle
acted as a methane source (see methane section). The recent discovery of phyllosilicates
in Nili Fossae (Mustard et al., 2005: Hamilton et al., 2005) indicates water was present at
some time in the past. Nili Fossae could have acted as a conduit for deposition into the
UIPC. A profile line drawn the length of the main graben of Nili Fossae shows a down
hill slope leading to the most northern section of the UIPC (Fig. 3.4). This northern
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section of the UIPC shows the pitted cone population extending further into the northern
lowlands than in other areas, possibly due to increased sediment supply from Nili Fossae.
3.2.4. Methane; On Earth methane release from deep subsurface gas reserves or
disassociation of clathrates has long been associated with mud volcanism. Biogenic
activity is not necessary for methane production; Scott et al. (2004) showed through
experimentation that on Earth large amounts of methane could be produced within the
mantle. In the area occupied by the UIPC there is currently no detected methane release.
This does not mean that it did not or has not occurred in the past. Unlike the areas of
methane release (Syrtis Major and Nili Fossae) located on the outer ring of Isidis, the area
of the UIPC is located in the lowlands where several factors could facilitate previous
methane sequestration and/or release. Thin crust that was deeply fractured from the
overlap of the two impact craters could provide escape pathways for mantle methane.
Methane released into saturated sediments would either escape, thus directly creating
mud volcanoes, or become sequestered into clathrates. Clathrate formation would simply
store any methane for future release. Upon later disassociation any methane clathrate
(water and methane) released from the subsurface would easily produce mud volcanism.
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Figure 3.4. Profile line (A,B) through main graben in Nili Fossae. Phyllosilicates have
been found in Nili Fossae indicating past water. This could have been an area supplying
water and sediments to the area of UIPC. The change in elevation is over 500 m before
the graben reaches Utopia.
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3.3. Discussion
3.3.1. Sedimentation; Rapid deposition of wet sediment into the Utopia basin is one
scenario that would initiate mud volcanism. Topographic profiles were used to examine
the spatial relationships between highlands, UIPC, subdued giant polygons, and welldefined giant polygons. This series of topographic profiles begin at the edge of the
highlands above Utopia basin, crosses the UIPC, the subdued giant polygons, and finally
the well-defined giant polygons before extending into the center of Utopia basin. Close
examination of these profiles (Fig. 3.5), where one feature stops and another begins,
shows slight changes in slope. The profile is slightly convex where pitted cones and
subdued giant polygons exist. The profile straightens in the region of well-defined giant
polygons and flattens where the well-defined polygons end. The changes in slope may
document different episodes or styles of deposition into Utopia basin from the adjacent
highlands. A definite age relationship between the UIPC and the giant polygons has not
been established. However, superposition of pitted cones in or on the edge of the troughs
of the giant polygons (Fig 3.6) points to a younger or concurrent age of the pitted cones
in relation to the giant polygons.
3.3.2. Addition of Methane; Methane release in the area of the UIPC, as we see in Syrtis
Major and Nili Fossae, considerably increases the probability of UIPC being mud
volcanoes. Two factors that suggest that methane could have been released in the area of
the UIPC are: the potential existence of fracture systems (Morgan and Warner, 1999)
reaching to the mantle and releasing mantle generated methane (Scott et al., 2004) and
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Figure 3.5. Red line (A-A’) is profile from Highlands toward the center of Utopia
Planitia. Yellow lines indicate where one feature ends and another begins on both the
profile and the image. Notice the slight change of slope at 2 and 4. MOLA topography
and profile were constructed in JMARS.
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Figure 3.6. Portion of HIRISE image psp_008504_2195 taken in Utopia Planitia. Arrow
points to pitted cone in a trough that defines a giant polygon. This relationship indicates
a younger or contemporary age for the pitted cones in relation to the giant polygons.
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the fact that methane has been released adjacent to the UIPC at Nili Fossae (Mumma et

al., 2009). Methane release could explain the high density of pitted cones in the UIPC.

3.4. Conclusions
Whether or not the pitted cones of the UIPC are mud volcanoes will only be
proven by physical and/or geophysical examination. What has been shown in this paper
is that several possible mechanisms, either individually or in concert, could have acted to
produce mud volcanoes on the southwest slope of Utopia basin adjacent to Isidis basin. I
have shown that it is possible that a major depositional event may have occurred, after the
emplacement of the giant polygons, initiating mud volcanism. This same depositional
event could have partially filled a section of giant polygons giving them their subdued
look. In addition to deposition, methane gas release could have assisted mud volcanism.
Experiments using Earth conditions show methane can be produced in quantity in the
mantle (Scott et al., 2004). At the location of the UIPC, the Isidis impact would have
produced a fault extending to the mantle. On Earth this is exhibited at the Chicxulub
crater in Mexico. On Mars, faults comparable to Chicxulub could create conduits for
methane release. Whether methane was released directly into the atmosphere or
sequestered for some period of time as clathrates, its existence in the presence of water
would facilitate mud volcanism. Mud volcanism is the most probable mechanism for
pitted cone formation in the UIPC.
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CHAPTER 4

ANOMALOUS TILT OF ISIDIS PLANITIA, MARS

4.1. Introduction
One of the most prominent features of Mars is the global south to north slope of
~0.036° (Smith et al., 1999) discovered by analysis of data from the Mars Orbiter Laser
Altimeter (MOLA) aboard Mars Global Surveyor. In contrast, Isidis Planitia, the floor of
Isidis basin, slopes southwest at an angle of ~0.02° (Heisinger and Head, 2004a). The
Deuteronilus shoreline as mapped by Parker et al. (1993) in Isidis Planitia also slopes
~0.02° southwest, with a ~275 m difference in elevation from northeast to southwest
around the basin floor. Because the putative shoreline is on the floor of Isidis basin the
southwest tilt of the basin floor and the shoreline appear to be linked, as noted by
Heisinger and Head (2004a).
The purpose of this paper is to explore possible explanations for the anomalous
tilt of the floor of Isidis Basin and the tilt of the Deuteronilus shoreline. Possible models
for the creation of this anomalous tilt fall into 2 groups: 1) those operating solely within
Isidis basin, and 2) those operating external to Isidis basin.

4.2. BACKGROUND
4.2.1. Basins; Isidis basin, centered at 87.3° E, 12.5° N, is an ancient, multi-ringed impact
basin (Wood and Head, 1976. Frey et al., 1999) straddling the dichotomy boundary. Frey

et al. (1999) identified two rings: an inner 1100 km diameter ring and an outer 1500 km
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diameter ring. Isidis Planitia is entirely within the inner ring. The western section of the
rim of Isidis basin appears to be covered either by lava flows from Syrtis Major
(Hiesinger and Head, 2004b), or cryogenic debris flows (Tanaka et al., 2001). The
northeast section of the rim is lower then the rest of the rim, and gradually rises from the
floor of the basin in profile view (Figure 4.1).
Utopia basin is also an ancient impact basin, now buried beneath Utopia Planitia,
which was originally identified by McGill (1989) based on geological arguments. Its
existence has been verified from MOLA altimetry (Smith et al., 1999). The apparent
center of Utopia basin is at 40° N latitude and 110° E longitude, ~1800 km northeast of
the rim of Isidis basin. Isidis Planitia is covered with the Isidis Planitia unit, the
southwest section of Utopia Planitia is covered by the Vastitas Borealis interior unit and
the saddle between Isidis Planitia and Utopia Planitia is covered by the Utopia Planitia 2
unit, as mapped by Tanaka et al. (2005).
4.2.2. Putative Shorelines; Parker et al. (1989) originally identified two putative global
shorelines, referring to them as Contact #1 and Contact #2. Later Clifford and Parker
(2001) renamed them the Arabia and Deuteronilus shorelines, respectively. The existence
of these shorelines continues to be debated (Parker et al., 1989; Head et al., 1998, 1999;
Malin and Edgett, 1999; Carr and Head, 2003). Head et al. (1999) tested these two
shorelines by determining if they were equipotential, using 1/64 degree/pixel gridded
MOLA topography, and found that Arabia was not equipotential but that
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Figure 4.1. Topographic profile from the southwest edge of Isidis Planitia northeast into
Utopia basin showing a continuous slope from the southwest edge of Isidis basin to the
high point between the two basins. The profile was constructed from 128pixel/degree
MOLA gridded topography. The geographic location of the profile line is shown in
Figure 4.2 by the black line labeled P.
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Deuteronilus was reasonably equipotential with a mean elevation of ~3.76 km. and a
standard deviation of 0.56 km. Webb (2004) undertook a large-scale study of the northern
Arabia Terra area using higher resolution (1/256 degree/pixel) gridded MOLA
topography. Her study showed that in northern Arabia Terra both Arabia and
Deuteronilus are equipotential. At that location, the Arabia shoreline has a mean
elevation of ~-3707 m. ± 21 m. but the Deuteronilus shoreline appears to consist of two
shorelines with elevations of ~-4200 ± 12 m. and ~-4000 ± 14 m.
Within the Isidis basin the Arabia and Deuteronilus shorelines are not clearly
identified in many locations owing to the limited resolution of the Viking imagery in that
area. However the Deuteronilus shoreline coincides with the boundary of the Isidis
Planitia unit mapped by Tanaka et al. (2005), which does enclose Isidis basin. Five
segments of the Deuteronilus shoreline that Parker confidently identified (Fig 4.2) were
each found to be fairly equipotential and, in agreement with Head et al. (1998), the five
segments change elevation systematically from the northeast to the southwest. Our
findings show that the change in elevation is ~275 m with a mean high in the north of ~3525 m and the mean low in the southwest of`~-3800 m resulting in a slope of 0.02°.
The Deuteronilus shoreline within Isidis Planitia clearly is not equipotential. One
possible explanation for the systematic variation in the elevation of the putative shoreline
on the floor of Isidis basin is differential rebound. Gilbert (1890) noted that the shoreline
of Glacial Lake Bonneville is not at a constant elevation, and suggested that this was due
to isostatic rebound from the different loads in the basin owing to differences in depth
from place to place. Leverington and Ghent (2004) proposed that a similar mechanism on
Mars could account for local departure of shorelines from being equipotential.
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Figure 4.2. Isidis and Utopia basins; black circles show the central areas of the basins
defined from MOLA topography. Red ellipse shows the approximate boundary of the
main gravity anomalies within Utopia Planitia, from Smith et al. (1999). The black line,
tangent to Isidis basin, marks the high point between the two basins. The lavender line
shows a distance of ~800 km between the edge of Utopia basin gravity anomaly and high
point between the two basins. The red lines within Isidis basin and labeled with relative
positions are the 5 sections of the Deuteronilus shoreline used for this study. The line
labeled P is the profile line from figure 4.1.
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They modeled differential rebound on Mars using equations for rebound of an elastic
plate (Turcotte and Schubert, 2001; Watts, 2001).
A second possible explanation accounts for the southwest tilt of Isidis Planitia and
its associated Deuteronilus shoreline by tilting of the entire dichotomy boundary area in
the Isidis region due to processes acting outside of Isidis basin. Tanaka et al. (2001)
suggested that the southwest tilt of Isidis basin is due to a flexural bulge created by the
deflection of the lithosphere under a load located in Utopia Planitia. More quantitative
models (Watters, 2003; McGovern and Watters, 2004) suggest that, in the Terra
Cimmeria region southeast of Isidis basin, a flexural bulge exists in the highlands
adjacent to the dichotomy boundary. This bulge is explained as due to the downward
flexure of the lowlands in response to a line load on the lowland side of the dichotomy
boundary that has broken the lithosphere. These models compare the current topography
of the northern Terra Cimmeria dichotomy boundary area with the universal flexure
curve for a line load with a broken plate from Turcotte and Schubert (2001). However,
the source of the inferred line load along the dichotomy boundary is not clear.
In this paper we examine several possibilities to explain the tilt of the
Deuteronilus shoreline in Isidis basin, the SW tilt of Isidis Planitia, and/or the possible
connection of the two. To do this we look at differential isostatic rebound from a water
load located first in Isidis basin and then in Utopia basin. We then examine the effect a
sediment load in Utopia basin has on the configuration of Isidis basin.
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4.3. Methodology
4.3.1. Data; A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of Isidis basin and the surrounding area
was constructed from full resolution MOLA PEDR (Precision Experimental Data
Records) data. The DEM was georeferenced with the Viking MDIM ( Mars Digital
Image Model) showing the putative shorelines in Isidis basin (courtesy of Tim Parker)
and the gravity map of Zuber et al. (2000).
4.3.2. Differential Rebound From a Water Body of Variable Depth; The general equation
for the flexure of an elastic plate with no end load is (Turcotte and Schubert, 2001):

D ⎡⎣( d 4 w ( x ) ) / ( dx 4 ) ⎤⎦ = q ( x )

(4.1)

w(x)=vertical displacement in meters.
q(x)=load in meters.
D= flexural rigidity.
This equation was solved by Leverington and Ghent (2004) for a spatially extended
asymmetrical load, which was divided into N narrow rectangular loads of varying height,
using the following boundary conditions:
w ( x → ±∞ ) = 0
∞

∞

−∞

−∞

ρ ∫ h ( x ) dx = ( ρ m − ρ n )∫ w ( x ) dx dw / dx ( x = xLn ) = 0

Resulting in:
wn {( x ) =

( ρ w hn ) λ b e− λ x cos λ x = sin λ x dx
(
)
⎡⎣ 2 ( ρ m − ρ w ) ⎤⎦ ∫a

(4.2)

wn(x)=vertical displacement of the nth rectangle in meters.
hn = the load height for the nth rectangle in meters
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λ = flexural wave length in meters ( λ = ((( ρ m - ρ w)g)/ 4D)1/4)
ρ m , ρw

=density of mantle and water respectively, kg/m3.

a and b = limits of integration from the left and right edges of hn in meters.
Ln = length of nth rectangle in meters.

The limits of integration are the distances from the point x to the left and right edges of
the nth rectangular load, respectively. The equation is solved for each point x along the
profile, and the flexure for the basin is the sum of the individual contributions from each
rectangular component. For a derivation of this equation see Leverington and Ghent
(2004), and for an in-depth discussion of the treatment see Watts (2001). Leverington and
Ghent (2004) omit and correct the λ variable from the denominator (R. R. Ghent,
personal communication). For modeling a water load we used the same parameters as
Leverington and Ghent (2004).

4.4. Results
4.4.1. Differential rebound of Isidis basin floor; Three models for the basin configuration
for differential flexural rebound were examined to explain the change in elevation of the
putative Deuteronilus shoreline in Isidis basin. When Isidis basin was filled with water:
1. The floor was tilted ~0.02° to the southwest, as it is now.
2. Isidis basin was symmetrical with a flat, horizontal floor.
3. The floor was tilted to the north at an angle comparable to the ~0.025°
northerly tilt of the adjacent northern lowland plains (McGill, 2001).
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After examination of these three scenarios it is clear that differential rebound from a
water loaded Isidis basin cannot explain the anomalous tilt of the putative shorelines. If
the floor were originally tilted to the SW the lowest shoreline would be in the NE, and if
the floor of Isidis basin was originally flat there would be no differential rebound.
Finally, if the floor of Isidis basin was originally tilted to the NE to the same degree as
the adjacent northern lowland plain it would not hold water.
4.4.2. Shoreline change in Isidis basin due to a water load in Utopia basin; A waterloaded Utopia basin could possibly affect Isidis basin. If both Isidis and Utopia basins
were filled with water simultaneously Isidis basin would be temporarily lower in the
northeast. If the water disappeared first in Isidis basin leaving behind shoreline
morphology, shorelines would be higher in the northeast after rebound. The same
equation (4.2) used for differential rebound in Isidis basin was applied to determine the
effect a water-loaded Utopia basin would have on Isidis basin. The limits of integration
(a, b) were extended from Utopia basin through Isidis basin. The amount of water in
Utopia basin was determined by the current topography using the difference between the
lowest elevation in Utopia basin (~5000 m) and the elevation of the high between Isidis
basin and Utopia basin (~3500 m). Using these figures water depth was gradually
decreased in stepwise increments from 1500 m at the center of Utopia basin to 0 m at the
high point between basins. The results show that a water load of this magnitude in Utopia
basin would have no effect on the shorelines in Isidis basin (Fig 4.3).
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Figure 4.3. The effect a water-loaded Utopia basin would have on Isidis basin is shown
by the graph constructed using the Leverington and Ghent (2004) model and comparing
that to the unloaded topography. The high point between the basins is located at point 3
with Isidis to the left and Utopia to the right. Any effect the water-loaded Utopia basin
has on topography stops before the high point between the basins.
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4.4.3. Flexural bulge due to a sediment load; In order for the floor of Isidis basin to be
tilted as the result of a flexural bulge, there must be a substantial load adjacent to it in
order to displace the lithosphere. Utopia basin adjacent to Isidis basin has a substantial
positive gravity anomaly (Sjogren, 1979; Zuber et al., 2000). Searls and Phillips (2004)
and Banerdt (2004) argue that this anomaly could be due to as much as 20 km of fill
located in Utopia basin. The main body of the gravity anomaly located in Utopia basin is
~1800 km in diameter and is located to the south of the center of the basin. The edge of
the anomaly is located approximately 800-900 km from the highest point between Isidis
basin and Utopia basin.
Following Searls and Phillips (2004) and Banerdt (2004), the assumed load in
Utopia basin is treated as uniform across the 1800 km diameter gravity anomaly. The
same equation (4.2) used to model rebound in Isidis basin is used to calculate the flexure
since the load is distributed over a very large area and is clearly not a line load. One
change I made in the equation was to use Searls and Phillips (2004) calculated depression
(from 20km of fill) of 10 km in Utopia basin as the uniform depression across the basin
rather than calculate the depression. Thus:
b

wn {( x ) = (10000 ) ∫ e − λ x ( cos λ x = sin λ x ) dx
a

(4.3)

Since it was assumed that a uniform load coinciding with the gravity anomaly is creating
the 10 km of depression only one rectangular unit was used. The limits of integration
were used to solve for the effects this depression would have at points away from the
anomaly toward Isidis basin. Starting at the edge of the load, I used ten points at intervals
of 100 km and solved for the effects of the load up to 1000 km away. Flexed elastic
plates develop a positive bulge distal to the load (Turcotte and Schubert, 2001). By
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changing the lithospheric thickness, load thickness, load density, and lithospheric density
it was possible to change the magnitude and position of the bulge. Two curves were
eventually constructed, one using a 120 km (Searls and Phillips, 2004) elastic thickness
and one using 100 km (Zuber et al., 2000) elastic thickness for comparison. The curves
were then compared to the current topography.
The elastic plate flexure model, modified to accommodate a uniformly distributed
load, revealed the effects that 10 km of deflection would have on Isidis basin. A
deflection of 10 km would yield a maximum bulge of 659 m at a distance of 700 km from
the load for a 100 km (Zuber et al., 2000) thick elastic lithosphere, and 667 m at a
distance of 800 km for a 120 km thick elastic lithosphere (Searls and Phillips, 2004).With
an elastic lithospheric thickness of 120 km the model matches the 800 km distance from
the edge of the gravity anomaly to the high point between Isidis basin and Utopia basin
(Figure 4.1). A peripheral bulge of magnitude 667 m would create a tilt of 0.032° to the
southwest in Isidis basin.

4.5. Discussion
The results show that water loading in Isidis basin or Utopia basin cannot explain
the anomalous slope of Isidis Planitia. However, the floor of Isidis basin could be tilted to
the southwest by a peripheral bulge caused by a sediment load in Utopia basin, but the
667 m high bulge would create a southwest tilt of 0.032° across the floor of Isidis basin,
somewhat greater then the current tilt of 0.02°.
If Isidis basin were originally tilted to the north, like the rest of the planet, we can
subtract the component of that northerly tilt in the northeast direction, toward the Utopia
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load, from the tilt created by the peripheral bulge. The azimuth of the line from the
northeast segment of the Isidis basin rim to the sediment load in Utopia basin is ~45°. If
the northerly tilt is ~0.025°, as it is in the adjacent lowland, then the northeasterly
component of this northerly tilt is ~0.018°. When this is subtracted from the 0.032° tilt
created by the peripheral bulge the final southwesterly tilt is 0.014°, somewhat less than
the current 0.02° tilt of the floor of Isidis basin.
Another possibility is that the portion of the load in Utopia that is younger
accounts for the tilt of Isidis, which is less than the total proposed by Searls and Phillips
(2004) and Banerdt (2004). If the deflection created by the load in Utopia basin is 6 km
rather than 10 km, the peripheral bulge by itself will cause a 0.02° southwest tilt of the
basin floor. This requires that Isidis basin not be tilted at the time the peripheral bulge
was formed. If the shorelines in Isidis basin were originally equipotential and formed in a
symmetrical basin, they would have been tilted by the peripheral bulge to the same angle
as the basin floor, as is observed.

4.6. Conclusions
I examined several possible models to explain the contrast between the global
northern tilt of Mars and the southwest slope of Isidis Planitia and the putative
Deuteronilus shoreline surrounding Isidis Planitia. I found that a peripheral bulge created
by a sedimentary or volcanic load in Utopia basin can account for the southwest tilt of
both Isidis Planitia and the putative Deuteronilus shorelines in Isidis basin.
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The Deuteronilus shoreline tilt cannot be accounted for except by linking it to the tilt of
Isidis basin. Using a lithospheric flexure model the magnitude and location of such a
bulge fits the current topography of Isidis basin.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation looks at putative water-related features that occur in the northern
lowlands of Mars; namely pitted cones, giant polygons, and putative shorelines. In all
cases it is shown that water was probably instrumental in the formation of these features.
The results are summarized below.
1. Pitted cones in both Cydonia Mensae and Utopia Planitia most likely resulted
from mud volcanism. The morphology and distribution of the pitted cones in the
Cydonia Mensae region exclude the other possibilities; such as pseudocraters, pingos,
cinder cones, and hydrothermal spring deposits. In both Cydonia Mensae and Utopia
Planitia a close spatial relationship was found between the highland\lowland boundary,
pitted cones, and the giant polygons. At both locations the topographic sequence is the
same and the individual features are adjacent to each other. In topographically
descending order they are highland/lowland boundary, pitted cones, and giant polygons.
In addition, a temporal relationship exists between the pitted cones and the giant
polygons in both Cydonia Mensae and Utopia Planitia. Superposition relationships
indicate that the pitted cones are either younger than, or contemporary with, the giant
polygons. Given these observations, it is conceivable that the origins of pitted cones and
the origins of giant polygons are closely related and that the probability that pitted cones
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are mud volcanoes could indicate that both features resulted from processes related to
water.
2. In the Utopia Planitia area a large population of pitted cones is situated adjacent
to the highlands where sufficient deposition onto a wet substrate could have facilitated
mud volcanism. This area of Utopia Planitia, where a large pitted cone population exists,
is where two ancient multi-ringed impact basins (Isidis and Utopia) overlap. The deep
fracturing resulting from the impacts that created these two basins could have contributed
to mud volcanism by creating conduits for the delivery of methane and/or CO2 to the
buried saturated sediments.
3. The putative shorelines in Isidis Planitia were formed before the basin was
tilted to the southwest. Close examination shows that the shorelines are tilted to the same
degree as the floor of the basin, thus suggesting they were tilted at the same time and by
the same mechanism. Given the current understanding of the lithosphere of Mars, it
seems probable that the loading of Utopia basin and subsequent peripheral bulge could
have caused the tilting of Isidis Planitia. The magnitude of tilt that would be created in
this manner matches the amount of tilt of Isidis Planitia and the putative shorelines.
Removing the tilt from the putative shorelines shows an equipotential line that is
consistent with a water body occupying Isidis Basin.
The putative peripheral bulge created by the loading of Utopia basin would have
generated extension that would have opened the deep fractures from the creation of
Utopia and Isidis basins. This extension would increase the potential for methane and
CO2 release from the subsurface, thus facilitating mud volcanism.
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The three studies presented in this dissertation help us to understand the extent
and nature of water on Mars in the past. Mud volcanism requires a subsurface reservoir of
water or ice and/or saturated sediment deposition. If the putative shorelines in Isidis
Planitia are truly shorelines, then it seems safe to say that Mars had substantial surface
water at some time in the past.
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